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    AGENDA NO:  7(i)

ETHICS AND APPEALS COMMITTEE – 26 APRIL 2018

DIP SAMPLING OF COMPLAINTS FILES BY INDEPENDENT MEMBERS

REPORT BY THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE

PURPOSE OF THE REPORT

To provide members with an update on the dip sampling of complaints files during the period
1 January and 31 March 2018.

1. BACKGROUND

1.1 Committee Members identify at least one member of the Ethics and Appeals
Committee each quarter to select a sample of completed complaints files for
inspection.  The files are then assessed against a checklist of expected actions to
assess their compliance with procedure.

2. COMPLAINTS FINALISED BETWEEN 1 JANUARY AND 31 MARCH 2018

2.1 On 12 April, Mr Weston, Mr Clarke and Mr Hoskins dip sampled a selection of
complaints files finalised between 1 January and 31 March 2018. Six files were
inspected on this occasion and a copy of the dip sampling form completed for each
case is attached to this report at Appendix A for members’ information.

2.2  The members found the files to generally be in good order. The following comments
had been recorded:

· CO/00016/18 – Complainant caused excessive activity by the number of letters/e-
mails sent to CC/PCC and many others.   Appeal period not yet expired.

· CO/00115/18 – Divisions to be reminded of process to be followed when
complaints made.  In this case PSD advised after investigation and resolution.

· CO/00480/17 – Complainant appealed – but later withdrew appeal.  No further
action required.

· CO/00513/17 – Outcome letter sent 1.2.18 by Investigating Officer.  Case now
closed.

· CO/00527/17 – Officer was repeatedly chased to deal with and appears to have
‘lost’ e-mails advising details.   Not resolved until 23.2.18 – over 2 months.
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· CO/00553/17 – ‘Message switch’ disabled and therefore PSD not properly
informed. Consider separation of duties if taxi licensing issues involved.

3. NEXT QUARTERLY DIP SAMPLING

3.1   Members will be asked to agree which members will undertake dip sampling for the
next quarter, and a suitable date for this to be undertaken.

4. RISK/THREAT ASSESSMENT

Financial/Resource/Value for Money Implications

4.1 There are no financial implications associated with the Dip Sampling process.

Legal implications

4.2 In accordance with the Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act 2011, every Police
and Crime Commissioner in carrying out their duty with respect to the maintenance of
an efficient and effective police force is required to keep themselves informed as to the
Force’s manner of dealing with complaints.

Implications for Policing Outcomes

4.3 Effective handling of complaints has a significant impact on public confidence and
provides the opportunity for the Force to learn lessons when things have gone wrong
and also improves the way it works and the services it provides.

Equality

4.4 Equality is monitored by the Force, OPCC and IPCC in terms of complaints procedures.
Files are selected for dip sampling against the profile of complaints overall and will
include complaints relating to discrimination or fairness and equality.

5. RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1 Members are RECOMMENDED to note this report and decide which Members will
undertake dip sampling in the next quarter.

Simon Bullock
Chief Executive

Members’ Enquiries to: Yvonne Fenwick, Governance and Contact Manager (01202) 229090

Appendix

Appendix A – Copy of Dip Sampling of Complaints Files forms


